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Drypoint, Etching needle, ceramic scrapers

Professional tool for printmakers. For direct engraving on zinc, copper, steel, plexi ... The ergonomic handle is designed for
working without tiring. Magnetic cap to protect the tip. Glossy shellac. Comes with black felt pouch. For tip replacement, you
can return it..

I offer three types of tools for these handles
- Etching needles -> select "Etching needle / Extra soft tungsten carbide drypoint" option. This tip gently glides on the ground, 
and you will get extremely fine lines. It will also allow you to work directly as drypoint, unvarnished, for sensitive grays.
- Drypoints, available in three different materials (see below)
- Ceramic scrapers, available in two sizes. They are used as pencils, not horizontally like conventional scrapers. Ceramics also 
allows scrape copper easily and with a very good finish.

How to choose your drypoint
I offer 5 types of drypoint in three different materials
- Diamond drypoints can be considered as the reference point. The diamond can be used for both gray than black. They incise 
steel, copper or zinc without difficulty. The work is remarkable flexibility. The only drawback is the relative weakness of the 
junction between diamond and steel from the rest of the tip. They need to be hold fairly vertically.
- Tungsten carbide drypoint come in three different sharpening. The "incisive" version engrave copper deeper than diamond, 
and is very suitable for a specific work of black, with beautiful regular burrs. The softer version slides without resistance on the 
plate and allows to get sensitive gray. The intermediate carbide can be an alternative to the diamond tip if you do not want to 
risk breaking.
- The ceramic drypoint ? Even softer than the diamond but less incisive, it is unique to make very sweet burrs. It often becomes 
the favorite tip engravers, but leads to be accompanied by a more incisive tip for deep blacks.

You want more tools and you need to save money ?
Two options are available to you
- Double handles tools : a handle, a tool at each end (all combinations of tools are available). Double tools is a little heavier in 
hand, but that's a saving € 20 compared to the purchase of two simple tools. See here
- Technical line : a basic wood, finishing a tad less polished, but € 10 less per tools. See here

And durability ?
The materials that I use for my tips are the hardest in the industrial field. Nevertheless, all materials eventually wear out. But 
your handle is not lost: you can order a replacement tip at very affordable rates.

http://matthieucoulanges.fr/boutique/en/services/61-diamond-tip-refill.html
http://matthieucoulanges.fr/boutique/en/services/61-diamond-tip-refill.html
http://matthieucoulanges.fr/boutique/en/35-drypoints-etching-needles-scrappers-technical-line
http://matthieucoulanges.fr/boutique/en/95-double-end-handle


Burnishers

Burnisher in agate stone or synthetic stone. Soon available hematite stone. Shape of the stone and ergonomic handle designed
to be used for printmakers (steel, copper, zinc). Hold vertically like a pen, or horizontally like classical burnisher. You can
choose two types of stone (agate for perfect polish or synthetic stone for greater efficiency) and 3 stone shapes (flattened /
curved for surfaces gradient and error corrections, rounded cone or extra fine cone for details).

Why choose a stone burnisher ?
The stone burnishers are commonly used in jewelery for polishing metal, copper or other. Industrially, stone are more difficult 
to manufacture, this probably explains that it is rarely used for modern prints tools. My stone burnishers are positioned on the 
niche of small burnishers for details work. They are hold like a pen, or horizontally. Stones does not rust, and they are much 
harder than the materials used to make metal burnishers. They are maintenance free.

What kind of stone ?
Stones have a natural grain that gives them specific polishing / scraping characteristics. These features are commonly used for 
sharpening tools, but much less for burnishers. I propose two types of stone, agate and a synthetic stone. Agate is traditionally 
used in jewelry. It is polished perfectly, and has an extremely fine natural grain, which makes it possible to polish metals 
perfectly. In addition I propose a synthetic stone which has a very slight abrasive. This abrasive characteristic makes burnishing
much more effective, but does not polish perfectly. This stone gives a very light grip on the plate, and allows a better control of 
the gesture. It is a very good complement of agate, especially in a mezzotint. It is between the scraper and the burnisher.

What shape of stone ?
The shape will depend on the use. The cone-shaped agate (rounded or extra fine) are for polishing very fine details and lines. 
They should be used with moderate pressure (start of browning) to very light (to perfect the browning). Too much pressure will 
mark the metal with the shape of the stone. With burnishers "curved flat", burnishing is much more progressive and therefore 
suitable for surfaces (regular gradients, etc.). In addition, the flat prevents marking the metal, so they can be used with a lot of 
pressure, especially to correct an error (chisel line to remove for example). If it's your first agate burnisher, I recommend the 
slim version or the flat version. The "extra fine" version is more difficult to use (risk of marking the metal) and is useful for 
really fine details. If you wish a double burnisher, with the two types of stone, go to this page

What is the difference between a burnisher and scraper ?
Both tools are used to brighten an area. A burnisher will move the metal, and in particular with the burrs make bu drypoints, or 
in mezzotint. The tool itself should be perfectly polite to leave no micro raure on the plate. A scraper is a cutting tool which 
removes material. The shape of the cutting stops must be perfect to cut without scratching. Both tools are complementary.

And durability ?
Agate not rust, no maintenance. However it fears the shock and strongly may break if it falls on a tiled floor. If this happens, do 
not panic, service is generally possible.

http://matthieucoulanges.fr/boutique/en/103-double-agate-burnishers


Scrapers

I propose ceramic pen scraper, and classical triangular scraper with 3 sizes of blades and two size of handles.

Ceramic scraper is a special scraper you can hold vertically like a pen, the special shape is very good for small area. Ceramic
make a very soft plate after scraping,

Triangular scraper are available with mini handle, you can hold entierly in your hand. If you use scraper for the first time, or if
you have trouble to handle classical long scraper, this is for you. I propose 3 sizes of blades, mini precision scraper is a best of.

 

Bevelling tool

Tool to easily make the bevels of your plates. The special shape of the blade adapts naturally to the plate. Spare blades are
available. 

Please watch this video below to see how to use the tool : https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x_XThhr6xZY  

Why choose this bevelling tool ?

Due to its special blade design, it is more adapted for making bevels than a scraper. The bevels are made quickly, they are clean 
and smooth. But this tool does not exempt you of a little polishing.

HSS or carbide blade ?

Choose the standard version (HSS) for all your plates of copper, zinc or plexiglass. Choose carbide version only for steel plates.

And durability ?

Replacement blade are available here. The HSS blades are about 2 €, HSSTin blade 4€.

http://matthieucoulanges.fr/boutique/en/refills/982-bevelling-blade-replacement.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x_XThhr6xZY


Multiple lines etching tool

Multiple line tool, supplied with several different blades, from 7 to 21 strokes
Exclusive use for etching. Very soft blades, used as a brush to make very close lines. The varnish of the plate should not be too 
thick, and do not use long bites.

By default the multiline is provided with a simple wood key. Otherwise you can choose here another key

The list of blades will evolve according to user feedback. Do not hesitate to give me your opinion. Blades supplied at first:
•7 lignes, en bevel
•14 lignes, en bevel
•14 lignes, straight
•21 lignes, bevel
•21 lignes, rounded
•21 lignes, double row

http://matthieucoulanges.fr/boutique/fr/127-cle-de-serrage-pour-multi-lignes


Woodcut / Linocut tools

Woodcut / linocut tools with first quality blade



Scalpel

Handles for most of small scalpel blades

A mini screwdriver is provided to tighten the blades 

Baren

Available in boxwood or Oak



Precision knife

Very small cutter with extra hard tungsten carbide blade

Tungsten carbide allow long life too your cutter, and very good sharpenning. Blades can be easily replaced. Perfect for paper 
art. 

Calligraphy Pen Holder

Hold most of calligraphy tip



Silver Points

Mechanical Pencils

Available for 0,7mm, 2mm, 3,2mm and 5,6mm leads.



Double ended tools

Professional tool for printmakers. For direct engraving on zinc, copper, steel, plexi ... The ergonomic handle is designed for
working without tiring. Magnetic cap to protect the tip. Glossy shellac. Comes with black felt pouch. 

Why a double end handle ?

Two tools in one, it can be useful when traveling, and it is 20-40% less than buying two separate tools. The weight of the tool is
also slightly higher, but it is lighter tools that handle 100% metal.

How to choose your tool ?

Start by choosing a handle, and then choose the 2 appropriates tools for your job. 

I offer three types of double end handles

– Double burnisher
– Double tip (drypoint, ceramic scraper, etching needle)
– Double burnisher / tip (bellow)



Basic line & premium line

Premium line are one-off tools, in precious wood. Tech line are basic beech tools.

Tech line Premium line
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